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It’s Nearly Half Term...

Late!
More About The Office
Staff by reporters Lauren and
Macy
In the last edition of LS News we
told you about the work of Mrs
Graham, the office manager.
Today we are introducing you to
Mrs Kirkwood. We spoke to Mrs
Kirkwood and found out about her
job at Loughton School.
She organises the music lesson
timetables, as well as doing the
pupil data base (keeping all the
details up to date about all the
children at our school ). She orders
the school uniform and organises
letters to go home. She has been
working here for two years now.

We are sorry this
edition is late.
It was planned for
the New Year. Unfortunately,
we have had difficulties with the
publishing program we use so
we are now trying a new one.
Lila and Qhawe
Shloka’s Fun Jokes
What is a fish’s favourite
game?
Name that Tuna.
Who is the most flexible
cartoon bear?
Yoga Bear
Which are the cleverest
chocolates around?
Smarties!
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DO YOU CARE WHAT YOUR
SCHOOL LOOKS LIKE?
Chloe does!
Chloe wrote in to LS News to tell us about the litter around
the school. We sent our newest and youngest reporter ,
Suzannah to interview her.
You said you signed up to be an Eco
Warrior, but did you get in?
No I didn’t get in, but I do still care
about the school’s environment.

Where is the litter you found?
Outside on the playground and on the
grass.

What sorts of things have been dropped Do you recycle and why?
on the floor?
I love recycling because I want to take
Orange peel, paper bags, sweet wrappers
care of the school.
etcetera, etcetera.
Who do you think is littering?
I’m not sure.
How long has this been going on for?
Two weeks at least.
Do you think that the Eco Warriors can
help? If so, how?
Yes they can! What about the Eco
Warriors getting litter monitors?

What message would you give to
people about littering?
Stop littering! It doesn’t make the
school tidy and it damages the school’s
environment.

Let us know at LS News what
YOU feel strongly about .
Gabi suggested a catchphrase for the
school :
Better, greener, safer, cleaner.

Can you suggest a school catchphrase?
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Thanks for reading LS News. Keep posting us your articles
and ideas in the LS News Box in Reception. It’s YOUR
Newspaper! You can write in about anything you think is
interesting. Go on, have a go!
A Poem
from
Caitlin

Late Xmas Choir News
In December, the school choir
sang at the City Church as part of
the Salvation Army Christmas
Service.LS News reporter Max
found out more:

Peter Pan
Drove a van
Over Wendy
Now she’s bendy!

Did you enjoy singing?
MOYIN: Yes, 8.5 out of 10
MALIKA: Yes, 8 out of 10
ALEXANDRA: Yes, 9 out of 10

More Fascinating Facts from
our very own Mr Fascinator:

Which song was your favourite?
EVERYONE: Pop Medley

Classical music is great for your
brain.
Loud and quick music makes termites chew faster!

What did people think of your
singing?
MOYIN: They thought it was good.
MALIKA: They were quite amazed.
ALEXANDRA: It was great!
Are you looking forward to your
next performance?
MOYIN /ALEXANDRA: Definitely! Yes.
MALIKA: Yes, we’re singing at the O2
Arena next.

Do you have a fascinating fact?
Let us know for the next edition of
LS News.
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Jokes and Poems
Teachers
by
Mikaeel
Teachers are clever,
They will never say never.
Teachers are heroes,
They help us not get zeroes.
They teach us not to be fools
But to use our brains like tools.
Teachers make Maths
Seem like a breeze,

More Jokes
Why did the Queen go to the
dentist?
To get her teeth crowned !
Ella

What motorcycle did the
snowman ride?
A Holly Davidson!
Arjun

Why did the teacher wear
sunglasses?
Because his pupils were
so bright!

Teacher: Billy, make up a sentence
using the letter i.
Billy: I is...
So that you don’t get any Cs.
Unless you get your 5s
Mixed up with your 3s,
Then you’re sure to get
A pile of Ds!
Teachers are funny,
Most are as sweet as honey!

Teacher: No, Billy! In English we
never use I is...it is always I am. Try
again.
Billy: I am the 9th letter of the alphabet!
Mikaeel
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